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Foreword
There is a lion in the streets. It threatens every citizen. It endangers the future of our society in a
world that grows ever smaller as technology and trade bind us closer together in a competitive
global economy.
This threat is the deplorable level of educational attainment that currently is the fate of the great
majority of our poorest and most vulnerable children, a population disproportionately black and
Hispanic.
More than one third of a century after he decried this situation as a “stain on our national honor”
the educational conditions Robert Kennedy described are demonstrably worse.
That a nation of unparalleled wealth, matchless military strength, undreamed of progress in
science and medicine and home to history’s greatest democracy can tolerate this failure is
shocking. Yes, individual schools sometimes defy the odds, but whole systems almost never do.
Why? What are the reasons for this failure?
It has to do with both will and skill and the reasons illuminate the fact that minority and poor
youth are often seen as not worthy of our finest efforts. This needs to be said.
The conditions of educational desolation that this Commission decries are to be largely found on
streets that the movers and shakers of our society rarely walk; and in schools where their children
cannot be found.
However, perhaps the greater shame is that such conditions are also found in the schools that
serve our society’s privileged children. Despite the promises of Brown v. Board of Education,
fifty years later many of our children receive separate and unequal education, even in the same
classroom.
Pouring billions of dollars into a search for solutions has eased the conscience of the fortunate
but has not succeeded in saving those children who continue to be victimized by our abject
failures.
Elected officials, business leaders, foundation heads, learned professors and assorted educators,
have debated this situation for decades and seem entirely content to continue doing so for several
more decades. It is time to move beyond debate and focus on real solutions that will help
children now.

We can, whenever and wherever we choose, successfully teach all children whose
schooling is of interest to us.
We already know more than we need to do that.
Whether or not we do it must finally depend on how we feel about the fact that
we haven’t so far.Ronald Edmonds, 1974
Since these words were spoken by Edmonds – founder of the Effective School movement,
arguably our greatest education reformer and, incidentally someone who is black – 30 years have
passed and we can only conclude that as a society we don’t feel bad enough “about the fact that
we haven’t so far” chosen to successfully teach all children. Critics might well say those children
are not among those whose schooling is of interest to us.
Not surprisingly, we have found a fairly benign phrase to describe this catastrophe: “the
achievement gap.” It is more comfortable than another phrase: “the soft bigotry of low
expectations.”
To some ears, the words of the Commission may seem unduly harsh. However it is our
collective feeling that nothing less than language such as this will suffice to summon that true
sense of urgency so long overdue.
It is the desire of this Commission to be different from most others. It is not our wish to have our
report received, filed, be thanked and sent away.
Instead, it is our fervent wish to honestly describe a frightening reality and offer some very
specific recommendations, which if done properly we believe, will not only be an important step
for Colorado but also a beacon of hope for all America.

Executive Summary
The following are summaries of the six major recommendations of the Colorado Closing the
Achievement Gap Commission. They constitute a body of work and as such should be
considered as such. Taken in isolation or implemented haphazardly or indifferently they are
unlikely to affect the change that the children that are victims of the achievement gap deserve.
Embraced and implemented together in a comprehensive approach, they have a power that can
transcend their individual components.

Data & Assessment
Closing the gap begins by understanding data and assessment. Colorado must develop a
comprehensive, centralized, user-friendly and easily accessible data and assessment system that
identifies gaps and deficiencies at the student, school and district level. This data and assessment
system should gather available data and centralize it in a consistent and understandable format
that can be applied with best practices to address gaps and deficiencies by informing instruction
by classroom teachers. Data should be accessible to parents and the community to further
understanding of achievement gaps. Data from the higher education system should be linked
with K-12 to promote partnerships between the two systems as well as informing public policy
makers, parents, teachers and the community at large about the efficacy of strategies that have
been implemented to close the gap.

High Expectations
The achievement gap cannot be addressed without a commitment to high expectations. From the
business community, students, parents, teachers, administrators and board members at the local
level to the Department of Education, State Board of Education, General Assembly and
Governor’s Office at the state level, must develop high expectations of success for all students
and accept no excuses. The foundation of high expectations is by establishing and maintaining
academic rigor in all grade levels from kindergarten through higher education and across school
district boundaries. Cultural sensitivity and the impacts of cultural biases on expectations must
also be addressed.

Higher Education
Higher Education is an essential participant in eliminating the gap. We must develop and infuse
a strong connection between higher education and K-12 by emphasizing shared responsibilities,
success indicators, rigorous and connected curriculum and a systemic, proactive support systems
that encourages and enables all students to access and succeed in college. This would consist of
establishing a rigorous and aligned P-16 curriculum that is the default for all students that begins
with the destination in mind, preparing students for life and continuing education. P-16 must
provide continuous support that enables all students (especially under-represented groups) to
access and succeed in college by providing early counseling, “can-do” values and clear financial
options. We must ensure that the P-16 system is seamless and includes elementary and middle
schools as part of the solution. The committee recommends that access and affordability to
higher education by under-represented groups be ensured.

Administrator/Teacher Qualifications and Professional-Development
The classroom teacher and the school administrator are the front line in ending the gap. We must
develop administrator and teacher cultural competencies and sensitivity so that they can
effectively embrace high expectations for all students. We must embed the same cultural
competencies in local and state leadership. The state should require that administrator and
teacher preparation programs are data-driven. As a state we should increase the number of
minority teachers and administrators. Teachers should be involved in the choice of professionaldevelopment opportunities. We must establish incentives that would place the most capable
administrators and teachers to work in the most challenged and impacted schools.

Parent & Community Involvement
Schools alone cannot close the achievement gap without the involvement of parents and the
broader community. We must build connections with parents, guardians, families, business and
non-traditional leaders that will require more culturally sensitive behavior. We must make
certain that we understand the strengths as well as the weaknesses of individual students and
understand the circumstances that may affect their ability to learn. We must also effectively
articulate why parents, guardians, families, business and non-traditional leaders are so important
to creating an environment of high expectations.

Best Practices
Embracing and implementing strategies based upon research-based best practices at the
classroom; school, district and state levels are the only means of effectively addressing the gap.
We must collect, share and fund strategies that have demonstrated success in addressing the gap.
This will involve not only the school districts, Colorado Department of Education and the State
Board of Education, but must include the Colorado Education Association, Colorado Association
of School Executives, Colorado Association of School Boards, the General Assembly and the
Governor’s Office. The P-16 systems must reward best practices by linking them to funding and
incentives.

Introduction
Colorado’s six-year old effort to close the achievement gap remains a significant
challenge. As measured by standardized test scores, high school graduation and drop
out rates and higher education participation rates, black, Hispanic and Native
American students in the state consistently experience achievement gaps. Students
from low-income families score much lower than state averages as well. Percentages
of proficient and advanced scores of the Colorado Student Assessment Program
(CSAP) among black, Hispanic and Native American students and students from lowincome families are far below the state’s white students in every tested subject across
all grades.
For example, twice as many white middle and high school students score proficient or
above than black and Hispanic students on most reading, writing and math tests. The
differences are closer to three or four times on secondary math CSAP tests and about
twice as many white students score proficient or above Native American students on
these tests. In real numbers, proficient and above CSAP test scores for whites are
typically 30 percentage points above black and Hispanic scores and 20 percent to 30
percent above Native American students. The test score gaps tend to be even worse
for students in Title I, the federal assistance program for students from low-income
families.i
Graduation and drop out rate differences by race are also notable. Recent Colorado
graduation rate figures from both the Colorado Department of Education (CDE) and
the Colorado Children’s Campaign (CCC) reveal gaps of more than 10 percent
between white students and black and Hispanic students. CDE numbers show an 18
percent graduation gap between white and Hispanic students and a 21.7% graduation
gap between white and Native American students.ii The CCC found differences of
more than 24 percent and 26 percent between white students and black and Hispanic
students respectively, with less than half of either minority group graduating. Drop
out rates from both sources find similar gaps by race.iii More white Colorado students
also enroll in higher education than black, Hispanic and Native American students.
It is paradoxical that while black, Hispanic and American Indian students often
struggle in our schools, Asian students generally do well in every measurement of the
achievement gap. What are the underlying causes for the achievement gap among
black, Hispanic and American Indians that aren’t prevalent among Asian students and
how can those insights help address the gap?
The Colorado Closing the Achievement Gap Commission (Commission) aims to
change these numbers by identifying ways public schools can ensure that all students
succeed in school. The report describes six central approaches, supported by research
and examples, that the state’s education leaders should recommend local school
districts consider when working to narrow the achievement gap. It will be essential
for districts to confront structural and systemic change when choosing from among
these approaches.
Schools that have made measurable progress in closing achievement gaps have
deliberately made systemic changes in their basic strategies. These changes have
included setting high expectations for all students, regardless of a student’s race or
family income, social behavior or daily practices, such as attendance and tardiness.
In establishing and implementing these higher expectations, school leaders have
explicitly confronted inherent racial and socio-economic biases of staff, students and

the educational system. Another common structural shift in schools that have
effectively closed achievement gaps is to intentionally seek to increase resources
from a variety of sources, including active pursuit of grant funding.
At the end of the 1990s, local school district and community leaders in Colorado
joined forces with policymakers and administrators at the state level to embark on a
concerted effort to ensure school success for minority and poorer students by
founding the Closing the Achievement Gap Coalition (CTAG Coalition). This group
tried to create non-traditional alliances in support of education and included local
school board members, superintendents, business leaders, CDE staff, the
Commissioner of Education and several members of the State Board of Education.
By 2000, Governor Bill Owens and then Attorney General Ken Salazar became cochairs of the CTAG coalition, adding to the effort’s credibility and bipartisanship.
State education accountability requirements, such as the CSAP and state model
content standards, adopted and implemented just prior to this time, provided a
spotlight for this work through their specific measurements of educational
performance. Subsequent state accountability laws, including school ratings of the
School Accountability Report (SAR) and the accreditation law, increased the
momentum for the CTAG Coalition’s efforts. The accreditation law makes closing
the achievement gap a factor in school districts’ accreditation. The federal 2002 No
Child Left Behind law (NCLB) sharpened this focus by requiring state test scores to
be disaggregated by race and income to reveal any gaps as well as requiring
consequences for failure to meet minimum test scores for racial and income
subgroups.
The importance of educational success of all students in Colorado has not only been
highlighted by recent state and federal accountability laws, but also by an
environment that allows for public school choice via charter schools and open interdistrict enrollment. In addition, the 2003 decision by the Colorado Commission on
Higher Education to set college admission standards expanded the scope of the
CTAG coalition work to ensure that students from diverse backgrounds succeed
beyond high school.
Although the Governor’s goal to fund the CTAG coalition efforts in 2002 with $6
million could not be achieved because of the ensuing economic downturn, the CTAG
Coalition identified and prioritized specific key components to close the achievement
gaps. This work was further strengthened by the legislature’s enactment of a law (SB
03-254) requiring CDE to assist “unsatisfactory” schools or schools identified with an
achievement gap. The State Board of Education is developing a methodology to
identify these schools as well as the program that will be offered to assist them.
SB254 also created a CTAG Commission and charged it with clarifying successful
strategies to close gaps.

There is no single “silver bullet” solution to the achievement gap, nor will it
disappear overnight. If it were simple or easy it would have already been done.
Closing the achievement gap will require the deliberate and systematic
implementation of several broad strategies over a period of years. The Commission
and CTAG Coalition identified six common strategies to close achievement gaps.
They include: use of data and assessment to inform instruction; parent and
community involvement; best practices; professional-development; preparing
students for success in higher education; and establishing and maintaining high
expectations. This report discusses these strategies and offers guidance to schools,
school districts, state agency staff and lawmakers to make substantial progress in
closing achievement gaps. The strategies can be incorporated in a variety of ways
depending on each school’s particular need and circumstance. As Dr. Pius Kamau
stated in an October 27, 2005 column in the Denver Post, “Racial matters will
continue to hound America, until we honestly and fearlessly grapple with them. We
must also be mindful that black children - poor, dispirited and lost - can only be saved
one at a time.”

SECTION 1 – DATA AND ASSESSMENT
Value and Need for Data
The key to closing any achievement gap lies in understanding data. Such information includes
assessment results, graduation and drop out rates, higher education participation, remediation and
success rates, high-quality teacher placements and other factors that may help or inhibit
academic success or access. Schools and school districts must have a clear understanding of
their demographic breakdowns, which often offer perspectives into previously unnoticed gaps.
Disaggregation of data by race, family income, English language proficiency level and other
areas is central to the identification of gaps. Research confirms this notion and has permeated
the discussions of the Commission. In Colorado, federal and state accountability measures based
on clear standards and assessments furthers districts and schools’ capacities to use data to help
close achievement gaps.
As mentioned earlier, the federal No Child Left Behind (NCLB) act requires disaggregation by
race, gender, English language learners and special education in order to prove academic
proficiency of these subgroups. Title I, the federal education assistance program to states and an
enforcement mechanism for NCLB, states in its statutory language that achievement for all
students can be accomplished by, “closing the achievement gap between high- and lowperforming children, especially the achievement gaps between minority and non-minority
students and between disadvantaged children and their more advantaged peers.”iv Furthermore,
Colorado’s own accreditation indicator of closing the achievement gap requires that school
districts have “established goals for closing learning gaps and advancing high achieving groups
as measured by disaggregated student performance data.”v
The effective use of data is a powerful way to inform instruction and impact the classroom,
especially longitudinal data. The state’s new law requiring longitudinal student and school
assessment data may help with this analysis.vi A November 2003 article of School
Superintendent’s Insider recommended that districts disaggregate data for schools and the
district and then set district goals for the rate of the reduction of the achievement gap, such as a
five percent-per-year improvement goal for black and Hispanic students who continue in a
school or district.vii
In addition to Colorado’s achievement gap data discussed in this report’s introduction, results
from the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) reveal persistent test score gaps
among 4th and 8th grade black, Hispanic and poor students in the state. NAEP is a standard
assessment given to a random sample of students in all states. Results from the 2005 test show
proficiency gaps in Colorado of 25 percent to 30 percent or more between white students and
black and Hispanic students for 4th and 8th grade reading and math tests. Similar gaps are found
for students eligible for free and reduced lunch and those who are not eligible. Other states share
comparable gaps on the NAEP.viii

What Data?
The recent National Association of State Boards of Education (NASBE) report asks states many
questions about their capacity to close achievement gaps, including: “Does the state provide an
infrastructure that provides districts and schools with reliable, transparent and timely data?”ix It
is important to ask the same question at the local level as well to determine what school districts
are doing to provide data to teachers, staff and parents. As described in this section, some
Colorado districts use data effectively to effectively make achievement gap improvements, but
this has not happened systemically statewide. An August 2004 article in the Rocky Mountain
News reported that several districts in the state have yet to disaggregate their CSAP data for their
poorest students.x In several cases this is still true today.
CSAP

Key to data analysis is quality assessments. In this state, the annual CSAP is the main source for
this information. Other, more frequently administered school-level assessments can be very
helpful in supplementing CSAP. Basic student-level CSAP results can be rounded out by
examining CSAP data by school as configured on the School Accountability Reports (SAR),
along with any data revealed longitudinally. Understanding disaggregated CSAP results by race,
family income, English language proficiency and special education is necessary to perceive and
illuminate an achievement gap. Other types of gaps may be revealed, including those created by
gender issues or other family, neighborhood or student characteristics.
School- or District-Level Tests

School or district-wide assessments, such as Northwest Evaluation Association, Terranova, or
Iowa Test of Basic Skills, can be helpful in understanding and acting on achievement gaps
because the results can be viewed and analyzed more quickly. This faster turnaround time
enables teachers and other school leaders to adjust their instruction to individual students or
classrooms in a more timely way to improve learning. These assessments can also help alert
parents or others to deficiencies at a time when it is still possible to intervene. It takes the state
more than four months to have CSAP data available, which is long after the school year has
ended. Some districts have developed online assessments aligned with CSAPs that allow
students to be tested with much higher frequency and real time results. In addition, district or
building level tests can assess students on specific standards of the district, which has the
authority to set standards that exceed state model content standards.
Additional Data

The NASBE report calls on states to establish a reliable data infrastructure and to require
districts and schools to assess disparities in a variety of arenas. These include suspensions,
expulsions, dropouts, special education placements, advanced placement courses, gifted
programs and transportation barriers. The report notes that North Carolina’s achievement gap
advisory commission did this, finding that over a three-month period, a majority of suspended
students were black or multi-racial, even though that population comprised only a third of the
public school population.xi The fall 2004 edition of Education Next points out that
socioeconomic status, family structure and neighborhood characteristics are achievement gap
factors, but that a substantial gap remains even after controlling for these influences.xii

Uses of the Data
In closing achievement gaps, districts and schools use data to inform instruction and curriculum,
make staff recruitment and hiring decisions and to consider proven best practices. The 2004

NASBE report on closing the achievement gap asks, “Does the state build district and school
capacity to use reliable information and data to drive targeted improvement?”xiii For example,
when data show low writing scores for minority or poor students, districts and schools can make
informed curricular decisions to improve the scores and close gaps. Research supports the
success of such intentional uses of data.
Some studies say that assessments and accountability systems must provide honest information
and signal needed improvements. Some show that a state’s assessment and accountability
systems help inform practice to meet improvement targets, so a writing assessment may lead to
more classroom writing assignments.xiv

Addressing Gaps Early
Nationally, research shows that achievement gaps begin early, suggesting that local education
decision-makers look at data of children by kindergarten or before. Evidence of early gaps also
supports the benefits of quality early childhood education programs, which is confirmed by other
research (see pages 31). A recent West Ed article, “Falling Behind,” says the achievement gap
between white and black children exists by kindergarten and “has tended to widen over time.”
The authors note that Hispanic children also start with early gaps, partly because of English
language inexperience, but that they narrow the gap over time.xv The NASBE report emphasizes
that “without intervening systematically and monitoring the effectiveness of instruction, the gap
will widen considerably over time” for a child who enters school a year below in reading skills.
Waiting requires intensive intervention later, which can be more costly.xvi

Examples
Cherry Creek
The Cherry Creek School District has found value in using interim assessment data to inform,
adjust and differentiate instruction for students. The district considered research-based
approaches by ensuring that its efforts were aligned with school and district accountability goals
and by starting interventions early. The district evaluated all existing efforts to reduce the
achievement gap and improve student achievement, including preschool, academic intervention
in reading and math, summer school and after-school programs.xvii The district found that only
69 percent of 1st graders were reading at grade level. After the district set improvement goals,
monitored students’ progress frequently and assessed the effectiveness of its intervention
strategies, within two years 82 percent of its 1st graders were reading at grade level. According
to the NASBE report, early interventions of this nature help districts avoid a greater likelihood of
referrals to special education or remediation by 3rd or 4th grade.xviii
Cherry Creek also targeted geographic and socioeconomic need in its efforts to close the gap.
Several years ago, the district became increasingly aware of demographic and mobility trends in
the north part of the district. District officials reviewed statistical information about the “North
Area” schools and identified substantial CSAP achievement gaps between black and Hispanic
students compared with white and Asian students, as well as English language learner (ELL)
students compared with non-ELL students. This school and geographic-specific disaggregation
of data within a school district enabled Cherry Creek to identify and focus upon emerging
achievement problems.xix
Other Examples

•
•

•

The Fountain/Fort Carson School District partly attributes its success at closing
achievement gaps to effectively using data, such as pre- and post-CSAP assessments and
continuous monitoring.xx
Weld County District 6 monitored performance data monthly and quarterly and teachers
conducted multiple interventions in reading, math and writing, particularly in the
preschool years. Ultimately, the district was able to reduce performance disparities
between students from low-income and high-income families and essentially closed 3rd
grade reading gaps among Hispanic and white students in six Greeley elementary
schools.xxi
The Norfolk, VA public schools, with a two-thirds black student population and high
rates of poverty, began its effort of strong standards, a multi-tiered and data-driven
accountability system and a focus on instruction and assessment in the late 1990s. Since
then, it has cut the achievement gap in many areas by 50 percent or more and by 75
percent in high school English and Algebra II.xxii

SECTION 2 – HIGH EXPECTATIONS
Cultural Shift
Schools that have closed achievement gaps have clearly established the importance of high
expectations for all students, which is inherent to all of the approaches that they take. Central to
this notion is that closing achievement gaps requires academic improvements among underperforming groups of students, but not at the expense of higher performing ones.
There are great challenges to achievement for students from families of lesser incomes, many of
whom are black, Hispanic and Native American. Resource limitations in poor school districts
and uneven distribution of high-quality teachers in low-performing schools are some examples.
A 2004 report by the CDE cited research that found that black and Hispanic and mixed-race
students reported lower skills, knowledge and comprehension of school reading and teachers’
lessons and lower rates of homework completion.xxiii
Facing these realities with the intention of raising achievement of under-performing students is
the first step of developing high expectations. A 2003 Education Commission of the States
(ECS) report suggests schools must find reasons to expect each student to succeed.xxiv As
mentioned in its “Road Map,” the Commission calls for schools to recognize socioeconomic and
cultural variables that can help or hinder students in reaching high standards, access and
opportunity.xxv
There are specific strategies to inculcate high expectations, including good school leadership,
strong public school standards and accountability, rigorous curricula, increasing the enrollment
of minority and poor students in challenging classes and effective attendance and discipline
procedures.

Leadership
Leadership by superintendents at a district level, principals and teachers at the school level and
other staff and administrators is critical to the effort to establish and maintain high expectations.
Administrators and instructors have to both identify the problems and have good relationships
with other faculty to implement solutions. Education specialists point to the importance of
principal leadership that is passionate and competent in fulfilling the district mission and
reaching achievement goals. Teachers also have opportunities to demonstrate leadership in the
classroom on a daily basis.
Achievement gap reduction efforts by both the Cherry Creek and Fountain/Fort Carson school
districts included leadership success. Fountain/Fort Carson closed gaps in test scores, graduation
rates and attendance rates by raising expectations for administrators. This effort entailed
“principal academies” that include training, assessment and monitoring of principals. The district
also emphasized an instructional leadership role of principals, in addition to their management
role. Cherry Creek’s North Area achievement program required the addition of an executive
director to ensure success.xxvi

Standards and Accountability
In addition to strong leadership at the school and school district level, academic improvement
requires a strong accountability system that sets a universal standard and establishes measures
and incentives at the district level.xxvii A strong standards-based state system sends a message

that all students, including minority students and students from low-income families, are
expected to achieve and that the school community will support high standards.xxviii The CDE
report highlights research on the effectiveness of holding both schools and students accountable
and the development and implementation of accountability standards to ensure high performance
of all teachers and administrators.xxix
Colorado has a standards-based system that includes strong model content standards. As
mentioned earlier, one indicator of the state’s accreditation of school districts is the closing the
achievement gap effort. Another state law, enacted in 2003, outlines a process for identifying
strategies to close the achievement gap and for providing state assistance to schools with
achievement gaps.xxx That work by the State Board of Education is ongoing.

Curriculum
In Colorado’s locally controlled system of instruction, it is the responsibility of local school
districts to select and target curricula. Research points to the lack of a rigorous curriculum as
one factor that leads to achievement gaps, which some researchers say is due to minority students
tending to take less rigorous courses, often resulting from low academic expectations for
minority students.xxxi
The Education Trust maintains that all students must have a challenging curriculum aligned with
standards and notes “the quality and intensity of high school coursework is a key predictor of
college success.” Furthermore a strong high school curriculum can shrink the college
completion gap in half and that students who take more rigorous coursework learn more and
perform better on tests. These findings are comparable to those reached by the College Board
and ACT.
A 2000 study said that an effective practice to close gaps is to identify every student’s potential
through individualized assessments, appropriate placements and ongoing encouragement from
staff. The study, as cited in the 2004 CDE report, argued that successful schools maintain a safe
and orderly environment where staff demonstrate respect for each other and are free of fear, and
publicize and fairly enforce a code of conduct.xxxii In helping students succeed at more
challenging coursework in a strong standards-based environment, some schools are looking at
increasing student learning time.

Implementing High Expectations
In order to apply rigorous curricula to closing achievement gap efforts, it is essential that
minority and poor students have opportunities to take challenging classes in a climate in which
school leaders expect them to go to college. Examples of challenging classes include AP classes,
honors courses, International Baccalaureate and AVID programs that offer college preparatory
instruction.
Colorado is one of only two states in the nation to both require and pay for ACT college entrance
exams for all 11th grade students. Colorado also incorporates the ACT results into the School
Accountability Process created by SB00-186. A 1999 study found that students who had been
low performing had higher test scores after taking college preparation coursework.xxxiii To
address the other end of the spectrum, studies call on schools to eliminate placement of minority
and poor students into low-level, remedial classes.xxxiv
Grouping

One way to accomplish this strategy is to institute grouping policies where students learn with
other students of varying ability or age, which provides lower performing students with fewer
options to opt out of a rigorous curriculum.xxxv Some research suggests the effectiveness of
equitable grouping of students that place students of color, in proportion to their numbers, in
high ability classes in the early grades and in higher tracks and college preparation in later
grades.xxxvi NASBE’s report recommends that states promote, encourage and fund instructional
approaches that expose minority students currently performing at or near grade level to advanced
content, challenging strategies and quality work, to increase numbers of minority students
performing at the highest levels on standardized tests.xxxvii
Attendance/Discipline
Some researchers point to the need for schools to help students to develop discipline by requiring
better attendance and behavior. The 2004 CDE report cites research that found low student
attendance leads to an achievement gap. The report also recommends that local education
policies work to bridge home and school cultures by adapting teaching and discipline practices to
suit students’ backgrounds.xxxviii
The Fountain/Fort Carson School District focused on minority attendance rates and has seen
positive results in that area.xxxix The principal of East High School in Denver is working with an
attendance review board that meets every Monday, composed of a nurse, a counselor and the
principal, to look at student absences over the preceding 15 days.xl

Examples
Sierra Grande
The Sierra Grande school district in Southern Colorado, with fewer than 100 students, most of
whom are Hispanic and from low-income families, has recently experienced significant positive
student performance improvements at all grade levels. These improvements include better
academic/assessment performance, scholastic-related educational activities, fewer suspensions
and better arts and athletic performance. Sierra Grande schools, which use a “core knowledge”
curricula, also made advancements on the SAR, achieved AYP and received the 2002
Governor’s Distinguished Improvement Award for all three schools. The district attributed
these results to the high quality teachers’ positive attitudes and willingness to adapt to high
expectations, principal-led instruction and teacher development, research-based curricula and
instruction, professional-development and resources, involvement of parents and community and
supplemental funding.xli

Weld District 6
A remarkable achievement turnaround occurred in Jefferson Elementary School, a mostly poor,
Hispanic and English language learner (ELL) school in Weld District 6. After being ranked
“unsatisfactory” two years ago, the school systemically implemented high expectations through a
core reading program, a team leadership training program, parent liaison and an additional 20
days of student contact time. Gains of 15 percent to 30 percent proficient and advanced on the
CSAP were revealed in one year among in reading, writing and math.xlii
Durango R9
In May 2005 the Durango R9 Board of Education adopted graduation requirements that not only
meet but substantially exceed the coursework required to meet the CCHE precollegiate course
completion requirements.
Fountain/Fort Carson
In the past several years, the Fountain/Fort Carson School District showed compellingly positive
results from its efforts to close the achievement gap. In particular, the district has had much
higher minority graduation and attendance rates, minority achievement that is among the highest
in the state and multiple valedictorians that included Hispanic, black and white students. District
leaders focused on results by improving academic achievement, including providing the skills
and education graduates need to have to succeed when they leave the district. Specifically, the
district aligned its standards to state standards, instituted core academic subjects and 25 college
courses and strengthened graduation requirements.xliii
Cherry Creek
In setting high expectations through high standards and challenging curricula, the Cherry Creek
School District focused on ensuring that minority students are equitably represented in
academically accelerated programs. If minority representation within these programs were not
equitable, schools in the district considered how to increase minority enrollment. Specifically
the district worked to increase the percentage of students taking AP classes by at least 10
percent, with emphasis on increasing underrepresented population, especially in schools with a
high racial achievement gap. In supporting the success of its North Area achievement program,
the district raised academic achievement expectations by expanding AP, AVID and improving
the math curricula at the feeder high school and middle school. The district also initiated a high
school institute for science, math and technology, a resource and tutorial center and honors
programs in the middle school. In addition, the district established a goal and expectation to
increase identification of gifted and talented minority students and reduce identification of
special education for the same population.xliv

SECTION 3 - HIGHER EDUCATION – PREPARATION FOR
SUCCESS
Background
Access and success in higher education is vital, because it is the level of education that
fundamentally changes the cycle of poverty and in turn systemically helps prevent future gaps.
The achievement gap in higher education, however, is significant. Fewer black and Hispanic
students go on to college than white high school graduates and obtain college degrees at half the
rate of white students.xlv Less than half (47 percent) of high school graduates from low-income
families immediately enroll in college or trade school, compared to 82 percent of students from
high-income families.xlvi Affluent students are nearly seven times as likely as students from poor
families to earn a bachelor’s degree.xlvii
It’s evident that in order to fundamentally address the achievement gap Colorado must increase
the percentage of poor and minority students who move on to higher education and also to
increase the rate of college graduation for those who do enter college. Actions to reach this goal
include supporting poor and minority students, development of academic articulation and
reducing the number of students in higher education remedial classes.xlviii

Articulation Between K-12 Education and Higher Education
Several points of connection related to the achievement gaps exist between the K-12 and higher
education systems. On one hand, higher education officials have expressed concern about
college freshmen that need remediation and conversely school districts have found a lack of
prepared teachers who emerge from teacher preparation programs provided by colleges of
education. Both issues have illuminated opportunities for coordination between the two systems
that can lead to increased focus on closing achievement gaps. In addition, schools need to begin
working with children and their families as early as elementary school to make higher education
a goal. More importantly, parents and children need help to understand that college is within
their reach, financially and academically.
Low achievement among college freshmen spurred Colorado higher education policymakers to
become actively involved in K-12 issues. This involvement has profound implications for the
achievement gap. In the last several years, higher education officials increased public awareness
of resources spent by community colleges and universities to remediate freshmen that lack skills
and knowledge to succeed in college. The information led initially to proposed state legislation
to hold K-12 schools financially responsible for such remediation. Eventually, the Colorado
Commission on Higher Education (CCHE) in October 2003 adopted a set of higher education
admission standards for public universities in the state.
The new admission standards have sharpened state K-12 focus and school district education
policies on curricula and local high school graduation requirements. They have also led to more
regular discussions between CCHE officials and the State Board of Education to examine
articulation and connecting policies and standards between the two systems. Some of the most
relevant policies are requirements for teacher and principal preparation programs. With an
emphasis that new teachers be well prepared to succeed in a data driven instructional
environment, the state strengthened its K-12 teacher preparation program licensure standards.
Increased spotlight on high school classes and graduation, along with K-12 to higher education
system coordination, raising awareness of graduation and drop out gaps and commensurate

higher education gaps among poor and minority students. It is imperative to look at some
approaches that may improve the access and success disparities in higher education.

K-12 and Higher Education Partnerships
Institutional partnerships between K-12, community colleges and four-year universities, can
encourage access to higher education and close the gap for minority and poor youth. Partnership
programs can include mentoring, tutoring and community engagement.
Mentoring and Tutoring
Around the country, high schools, community colleges and universities have established
programs where college students serve as mentors for at-risk high school students to share their
own high school experiences, discuss positive aspects of higher education, serve as role models,
or listen to at-risk students express ambitions and future hopes.xlix The Cherry Creek School
District has developed a program with the Colorado School of Mines that targets students that
are interested in math and science but need extra academic support to achieve the goal of access
and success.l
Community Engagement
In Los Angeles, the L.A. Unified School District, the Foshay Learning Center and the Manual
Arts High School formed a college preparation partnership program with the University of
Southern California that connects student success with issues in students’ neighborhoods. It
offers educational and social services programs to low-income, at-risk and minority students and
their families before and after-school. Those students that meet USC’s admission criteria receive
a four and one-half-year tuition scholarship.li

Counselors
Guidance counselors play an influential role in whether students in middle schools and high
schools prepare for or even consider higher education. Research has found that when guidance
counselors do not make a concerted effort to steer students toward more rigorous curricula, the
students choose the vocational or general track course rather than college-bound curricula.
Studies recommend that schools focus guidance and counseling on minority and poor students
and their families who are not familiar with preparation for further education. Specifically,
school guidance departments should help students with college application forms; opportunities
for financial aid (along with their parents); institute mentoring and tutoring programs, problemsolving exercises, test preparation; and provide individual and group counseling, motivational
speakers, college visits and summer enrichment programs to help students prepare for college.lii
Students and their families need to understand that higher education is a goal within their reach.
It is also vital that teachers at all levels have a better grasp of the content, knowledge, skills and
requirements for access and success in college. Since teachers have the most direct contact with
students, they are in the best position to ensure that access and success in higher education is
constantly reinforced, particularly among minority and low-income students. All teachers should
be familiar with the state’s online guidance and planning system at www.collegeincolorado.org.
An example of counseling best practices is the High Horizons Program a partnership between the
office of Governor Owens and the Fund for Colorado’s Future, will complement school
counseling efforts in targeted high-risk schools with the goal of supporting students’ academic
and career futures. The project’s goals include stronger higher education guidance for students,

professional-development for school counselors and family involvement to promote lifelong
learning.liii

College Preparation Courses and Career Academies
When schools offer courses designed to prepare them for college level work or future
employment, college participation will be increased. Some research has found that incorporation
of cultural and language background is an effective component of college preparation. A
segregated private New York City program includes a focus on community connection,
collective survival and racial uplift so black students feel like part of the majority culture without
being expected to discard their own.liv The Fountain/Fort Carson School District has offered
dual enrollment college classes to high school students, which has saved some parents substantial
tuition costs.lv As mentioned earlier, schools can also help students prepare for college entry
exams and pay for these preparation classes if financial assistance is necessary.
A Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation (MDRC) comparison study found that an
integrated academic and vocational curriculum helped students prepare more for college because
students choose a concentration area, become more interested and involved in their education
and see a link between education and their future.lvi

K-12 and Higher Education Alignment
The K-12 and Higher Education communities are different sides of the same coin, inextricably
linked and yet each has historically operated independently of each other. Only relatively
recently have each realized their mutual dependence. The precollegiate course completion
requirements that were adopted by the Colorado Commission on Higher Education in October
2003 have certainly initiated that dialogue. This October Governor Owens created the Colorado
Education Alignment Council. The council brings business, K-12 and higher education leaders
together to align high school graduation, college admissions and employment requirements to
ensure that Colorado’s students are prepared to succeed in the workplace as well as higher
education.

SECTION 4 – ADMINISTRATOR/TEACHER QUALITY AND
PROFESSIONAL-DEVELOPMENT
Research: Administrator/Teacher Quality Is Critical
Quality teaching is critical to student learning and a significant factor in closing achievement
gaps.lvii Adult direction and encouragement to minority students by teachers and other education
leaders, such as principals and superintendents, make a big difference in student achievement. A
key ingredient to administrator/teacher quality is professional-development, which includes
ongoing administrator/teacher education and experiences and should include compensation
incentives.
For example, professional-development programs in Pittsburgh with expert teacher coaches,
along with a strong math curriculum resulted in positive assessment results for nearly 75 percent
of both white and black students. Less than half white or black students taught by teachers with
weak professional-development met the assessment standards. Similarly, researchers found that
schools in Cincinnati using a team approach to professional-development improved test scores
within a year.lviii
The 2004 CDE report discusses research that links teacher preparation, quality and experience to
closing student-ethnicity and parent-income achievement gaps, including specific approaches. In
particular, effective strategies require teacher content knowledge, pedagogical skill, relational
skill and professional-development that promote effective, routine teacher encouragement in the
classroom.lix NCLB requires that by next year all public-school teachers be “highly qualified”
and Colorado has recently updated its teacher licensure and preparation rules to align with the
federal act. A key emphasis of these rules is teacher performance-based demonstration of
competencies in the classroom.

Necessity of Professional-Development
It is imperative that schools increase time for teachers to have professional-development
opportunities. Teachers can serve students better if they have time to learn new techniques, plan
lessons, review student assessments, discuss instructional approaches and develop interventions
for struggling students. It is especially important for teachers to have more time to collaborate
outside the classroom. In a standards-based educational system it is difficult to balance
professional-development with instructional time, but a 2003 study by WestEd in California
argues that research does not support pedagogical benefits of cutting professional-development
time in order to provide more instructional time.lx
In Colorado, the Weld County District 6 School district targeted increased teacher-training hours
last year to high-need areas, such as ESL training, literacy and math and incorporated salary and
stipend incentives. Teachers were required to show how they used the strategies in their
classroom and their resulting effects on student achievement. The Cherry Creek School District
efforts to close gaps in its North Area included the initiation of professional learning
communities and facilitated participation by offering child care for staff during their
professional-development. The Denver Public Schools Superintendent stated his intent to send
all district teachers to summer professional-development courses that would both sharpen and
inspire them. Sierra Grande has focused on developing teachers who are open to new and
innovative research-based teaching strategies and who are responsive to coaching, mentoring and
training from experts. The district also offers teachers financial performance incentives.

Fountain Fort/Carson professional-development strategies tie teacher learning to pay and allow
early teacher release and late start once per month for staff development.lxi
The previous section discussed K-12 and higher education coordination. The area of teacherpreparation programs offers another opportunity for collaboration between the two systems. The
NASBE report mentions that the North Carolina CTAG advisory commission recommends state
education leaders to work with university leaders to ensure education faculty have knowledge
and skills to teach pre-service teachers to work successfully with diverse student populations.lxii
A key goal for Colorado teacher-training programs must be to produce teachers trained to focus
on closing Colorado’s achievement gaps.

Race, Poverty and Cultural Competencies in Teacher Training
Teachers must be uniformly trained on effective teaching practices and also on culturally
sensitive pedagogy. It is important to ensure cultural training and development for all staff
members to address the premise held by some that black, Hispanic and Native American students
are incapable of meeting high expectations. The effort to close the achievement gap must
consider the effect of culture, bias and stereotyping on student learning and achievement.
Addressing Biases and Their Effects
Research supports professional-development programs – both pre-service and in-service - that
provide open discussions about cultural belief systems and often-disparate treatment of minority
and poor students in the classroom. A 2001 study noted that teacher-education programs usually
focus on research that links student failure with socioeconomic status, cultural differences or
single-parent households. Helping teachers recognize that these beliefs can damage student
success will also help them understand how these issues can limit opportunities for students and
how they can be expanded. To help teachers address racial and cultural issues in a context of
high expectations, the study suggests the following should be incorporated into their
professional-development:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recognition of one’s own biases and stereotypes;
Treatment of each student as an individual and with respect;
Sensitivity to terminology and group labels;
Increased knowledge about the history and culture of students in class and school;
Refraining from protecting certain groups of students with lax grading; and
Immediately addressing disparaging comments about individuals or groups.lxiii

Increasing Minority Teachers
To increase minority participation in higher education, some researchers recommend that schools
focus on increasing the number of minority teachers, principals and administrators employed in
all levels of education. An Urban Institute study found minority students taught by minority
teachers scored, on average, seven to eight points higher and the effect was greatest for Hispanic
students. This strategy can provide minority students with role models who understand their
culture and with whom they identify. Yet, while 40 percent of students in the U.S. are minority,
only 16 percent of teachers are minority. In the Denver Public Schools, with more than 80
percent of its students being minority compared to 24 percent of its teachers, the district has
convened a minority recruiting task force to boost DPS minority teacher numbers.lxiv
School systems must recruit and train teachers with the skills, attitudes and backgrounds
necessary to work with low-performing, low-income and minority students and can hold them to
high expectations. But it is often difficult to find sufficient quantities of qualified minority

candidates. Major efforts and incentives are needed if more minorities are to go to college and
ultimately return to K-12 to teach. Such professionals also serve as examples of how education
can and does lead to success.lxv
English Language Acquisition (ELA)
A significant component of professional-development aimed at improving minority-student
achievement is ensuring that teachers understand language challenges to learning. Cherry Creek
training for instructional staff in its North Area, for example, is developing programs to train
staff on teaching ELA skills, including an ELA support coach.lxvi

Quality Teachers With Needy Students
Many people working to close achievement gaps are concerned that disproportionately fewer
well-prepared and experienced teachers work with academically needy students or in lowperforming schools.lxvii Nationally, students in high-poverty schools are more likely to be taught
by less-educated and lower-scoring teachers and students in predominately minority schools are
about twice as likely nationally to be taught by inexperienced teachers.lxviii In Colorado, only
one-third of teachers in the state’s high-poverty public schools had a college major or minor in
their subject areas in 2000. In August 2004 the Rocky Mountain News reported that “officials
from districts across the state acknowledge that they struggle to make sure administrator/teacher
quality is high at every school.”lxix
In its 2004 report, NASBE asks states if their policies include plans for recruiting teachers for
hard-to-staff schools and assistance to districts to attract qualified candidates, including
incentives.lxx Various research, including a 2004 West Ed article, recommends that schools or
districts offer teachers salary and other incentives, such as increased collaboration time and
periodic sabbaticals to take on challenging assignments.lxxi

Individualized Instruction
Another ongoing professional-development approach that experts recommend is offering more
frequent opportunities for educators and students to have one-on-one interaction. This approach
facilitates a climate of caring, support and motivation.lxxii In a 2004 presentation, author Belinda
Williams said that teachers need to understand how to build relationships and talk with
students.lxxiii The NASBE report notes that teachers must learn that individual students learn
differently, especially in diverse student populations. The report recommends that, while
standards are always the same, differentiated instruction is important to closing achievement
gaps.lxxiv Preparing educators for individualized attention and instruction is enhanced when
schools give students time and structure for individualized learning.

SECTION 5 - PARENT AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Benefits of Parental Involvement
We cannot expect that schools alone can close the gap without the full engagement of students,
parents and the larger community. An extensive body of research confirms that parent
involvement in a student’s education improves academic outcomes and in particular helps close
achievement gaps. Specific factors include parent availability to his or her child, parent support
of school efforts, parental beliefs and expectations, parent-teacher communication and how
schools reach out to inform and encourage parental efforts.lxxv While schools must change to
close the gap, so too must the commitment of students, parents and society if we are to truly be
successful.
Several parent involvement challenges persist, however, including a lack of knowledge, English
language skills, confidence and time. Interacting in a different culture can reduce a parent’s
confidence level, especially if they do not understand how the school system works or who they
should contact. Some parents contend they are not invited to participate nor made to feel
welcome in the school. Researchers have found that among some Hispanic parents, family
involvement in school is seen as interference. Speculation exists that poorly educated parents
assume they have nothing to contribute to their child’s education, teachers are experts and
parents need to stay out of the way. In many Latin American countries it is considered
unacceptable for parents to become involved in school matters.lxxvi When parents of minority or
poor students do not understand the competitive college admission process and requirements,
they do not encourage their children toward more academic classes. Because of these obstacles,
schools need to take the lead and extend invitations to families more concretely.lxxvii

Outreach to Parents
Many studies have outlined school-outreach strategies to engage parents in their children’s
education. Examples of these strategies are listed below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initiate a public-information campaign to get parent and local community attention,
especially among parents of consistently underachieving students;
Require schools to have annual action plans to connect with parents, with documentation of
parental participation;lxxviii
Encourage school entities, such as accountability committees, to host parent engagement
workshops.lxxix
Offer “parent information” nights presented in languages represented by the student body
and/or translate important information for parents;lxxx
Encourage family members to participate on advisory boards;
Have counselors visit student homes (with parental approval) to meet with families on
familiar ground;lxxxi
Hold joint PTO/PTA and school or district accountability meetings;
Offer child care during meetings;lxxxii
Offer students extra credit if their parents attend back-to-school night or other parentinvolvement functions;lxxxiii and

•

Establish programs that engage parents’ assistance with their child’s college applications,
financial-aid eligibility and other higher education partnerships (see higher education section
on pages 19-21).

Community Involvement
The CDE report highlighted 2003 research that attributed one of the causes of achievement gaps
to the extent to which the community and its essential institutions support or hinder the efforts of
families and school. For highly mobile students, which is often more prevalent among students
from low-income families, community support is diluted because the student has less time and
investment in the community.lxxxiv With the intention of closing achievement gaps, several
school districts in Colorado have initiated efforts to increase community and school connections.
Lake County
The Lake County School District reported that it has continued its community involvement,
particularly with the Hispanic population, including student-asset training that has involved the
Statewide Parent Coalition, the community’s Diversity Action Team and with CDE’s Migrant
Program. The district also convened a community summit with involvement from its Hispanic
population. The results were significant gains in the district’s Explore and PLAN (pre-ACT)
Test in English, math, reading and science reasoning for Hispanic students between 2000 and
2002, as well as increased parent involvement and student engagement and relationships with
school.lxxxv
Cherry Creek
The Cherry Creek North Area Task Force identified increased communication and community
outreach as one of its areas of need in order to begin to close achievement gaps. It subsequently
held 19 achievement forums with 120 parents and community members, along with hundreds of
teachers, staff and students. Also, an achievement task force met monthly for two school years
(2001-2002 and 2002-2003) with 40 parents, staff, community and students. The task force cites
these asset-building activities as a successful strategy in narrowing achievement gaps.lxxxvi
Fountain/Fort Carson
Several years ago, after recognizing low minority-student achievement (the lowest achievement
in the region), low graduation rates and low attendance rates, the Fountain/Fort Carson district
held a series of community meetings with improving academic achievement as the top priority.
The district focused on students from both higher-income and lower-income families.
Ultimately, the district achieved community and parent input and support for requiring core
academic subjects and strengthening high school graduation requirements.lxxxvii

Other
The successful Los Angeles Unified School District partnership with the USC links student and
families with community and civic engagement issues. Other student-community/civic
involvement opportunities that schools can promote and encourage include student government,
participation in school-sponsored local candidate or elected official forums and volunteer work
with community action groups.

Business Involvement
The business community is an essential partner in our efforts to close the achievement gap. Its
role and impact is critical because businesses are future employers of today’s students and school
success has direct consequences for families’ choosing to live and work in the area. Some
businesses also have financial and informational resources that can support minority and poor
students. When schools invite respected local minority businesspeople into the school, it shows
minority students that they too can be successful.lxxxviii Hands-on experiences with employers,
such as internships, apprenticeships and business mentoring, can also help students understand
and appreciate the connection between completing a high quality education and a successful
future.
The Public Education Business Coalition (PEBC) has a long-standing history of bringing
business and educational leaders together to improve schools. PEBC has recently joined forces
with the Donnell-Kay Foundation to significantly increase business support for preparing
youngsters for higher education or the workforce. This fall Governor Owens signed an executive
order creating the Colorado Education Alignment Council. The council brings business, K-12
and higher education leaders together to examine statewide expectations associated with high
school graduation requirements and review if high schools and colleges prepare students with the
skills that employers need and expect and it is co-chaired by a business leader.
The CTAG Coalition has developed strong relationships with business leaders throughout the
state, including in Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo and Greeley. Coalition members have
involved leaders of metro Chambers of Commerce, as well as Hispanic and African-American
Chambers of Commerce.
A 2002 study suggests that students are more likely to graduate if they are enrolled in a career
academy, a school within a school in which students stay with the same group of teachers for
three to four years. Career academies offer integrated academic and vocational opportunities
and builds relationships with local employers for work-based learning. Students choose an area
on which to concentrate and become more interested and involved in their education and, as
mentioned on page 21, they succeed because they recognize the link between education and their
future. The study looked at nine academies and found that programs improved school
attendance, increased graduation rates and decreased drop out rates by one-third. In comparison
with non-career academy students, the study also revealed that these students are more likely to
complete courses and apply to college.lxxxix

SECTION 6 - BEST PRACTICES
In outlining ways to build a state system to close the achievement gap, the 2004 NASBE report
poses the question, “Does the state have policies and intervention systems in place to promote
the use of research-proven strategies and monitor their implementation and impact?”xc The state
and districts each have roles to play in closing achievement gaps in particular disseminating to
individual schools existing research-based instructional programs with demonstrated success and
effective instructional strategies and practices in diverse classrooms.
The CDE and state and local education policymakers and practitioners have planned and
conducted many approaches discussed in this report. The Colorado closing the achievement gap
statute (C.R.S. 22-7-611 to 613) was enacted in 2003 to establish a statewide program in CDE to
systematize that assistance. That law requires the CDE program to provide eligible schools with
“an outline of different strategies the school may implement to improve academic achievement.”
Intervention strategies suggested by this law are included in this commission report.
The law defines an eligible school as a public school that has received an “unsatisfactory” rating
on the SAR or that has been “identified by rule of the State Board (of Education) as having a
significant achievement gap.” As of this writing, the State Board of Education is in the process
of promulgating these rules.

Research-Based Best Practices
The previous five sections have covered strategies that require a broad directional focus. This
section presents a menu of other research-based best practices that state and local policymakers
can also consider as they work to close achievement gaps.

Cultural Respect and Recognition
Because the U.S. society and its systems are Euro-centric, public education systems in this nation
are typically designed for white students. To begin to address achievement gaps, it is critical to
address and confront common but inadvertent racist tendencies in schools. The importance of
recognizing, understanding and respecting the cultures of each student is vital.
Cultural competence must go beyond just recognizing cultural holidays like Martin Luther King
Day and Cinco de Mayo. True cultural recognition requires teachers and administrators to
explore and celebrate differences and to infuse this recognition in the curriculum and school.
Weld County District 6 provides kits for teachers that include books, CDs, videos, instruments
and other hands-on materials that showcase the Hispanic culture, resulting in positive feedback
by students.xci Adding multicultural aspects and making minority and poor students feel like part
of majority culture without being expected to discard their own, can develop student resiliency.
Students stay engaged because they do not simply reject a system that does not recognize
familiar cultural values. Belinda Williams asserts that cultural background and daily experiences
must be valued because student thought patterns and expressions are influenced by cultural
experiences and students have abilities developed through interactions that may not be routinely
recognized.xcii
The most effective programs that promote college access incorporate culture and language
background in program structure and content. A private New York City black school
emphasizing college preparation focuses on mutual respect, collective survival and racial uplift
through close staff relations.xciii

Increased Funding and Other Resources
There are financial disparities between schools with more minority students and students from
low-income families. Although most state school finance laws, including Colorado’s, have
strong equalization provisions that guarantee equal amounts of public funds to districts,
resources from communities and families can support more opportunities in wealthier schools. A
2001 study revealed that in 42 states, school districts with the greatest numbers of poor children
have less money to spend per student (average of $1,139) than districts with the fewest poor
children.xciv The NASBE report cites estimates that disadvantaged students need 20 percent to
40 percent more money per student to meet comparable proficiency levels of white
youngsters.xcv
Students who are economically disadvantaged or who have limited English proficiency typically
cost more to educate. Better NAEP scores among Texas students compared to demographically
similar students in California could partly be attributed to teachers reporting that they have the
resources they need to teach. The North Carolina State Board of Education plan to improve
education for disadvantaged students included the following recommendations:
•
•
•

States should target additional resources to high-poverty districts and schools;
Adequate funding must be inextricably linked with a statewide strategy for increasing system
and student performance; and
States should invest in the capacity of the education system, particularly the state education
agency.xcvi

Colorado, like many states, has limited fiscal capacity to add significant resources to the K-12
education system. Federal funds are also limited. The state can, however, make prudent uses of
existing federal and state dollars and help districts and schools access private or nonprofit grant
funding and resources. Several districts in the state that have had closing achievement gap
success used a range of dollars innovatively.
Sierra Grande
Leaders of the Sierra Grande School District readily point out that their academic
accomplishments could not have been made without resources above their funding from the
school finance act. Over the past several years, the district has attained a variety of federal and
nonprofit grants in multiple areas that have increased its revenues above its state funding amount
by 17.5 percent or $1,400 per pupil by 2003-2004. The purposes of the grants range from
professional-development to family support to technology to capital to extra learning.xcvii

Cherry Creek
Cherry Creek directed $1.37 million in funding to its North Area academic improvements with
dollars from the State Education Fund, district General Fund and district capital reserve fund.
Amounts were used specifically for academic achievement, extended student learning, academic
acceleration, staff development and support as well as student and family support.xcviii
Fountain/Fort Carson
The Fountain/Fort Carson School District targeted achievement gap improvements by moving
funding support to its site-based decision-making and systemic coaching-review programs.xcix

Reading and Literacy Focus
Studies emphasize the importance of literacy to closing achievement gaps. Research supports
providing reading specialists, books for a student library, advanced textbooks, consumable
workbooks and other high quality print materials. The NASBE report recommends a standard
and curricular focus on literacy and writing at all ages and across curricula.c
State and local policymakers should focus on reading skills. The State of Colorado has
sponsored an annual reading summit. Lake County School District has made literacy its
academic focus as part of its improvements in Hispanic-student test scores. All students in the
district are involved in a multi-sensory approach to reading and writing and individualized plans
for students who are below grade level.ci English language acquisition concentration is a
common fundamental step by school districts in reducing achievement gaps among ELL
students.

Early Childhood Education
Achievement gaps are linked to socio-economic status at an early age. Substantial inequalities in
kindergarten students’ cognitive abilities stem from a lack of resources and educational
opportunities. The authors linked achievement gaps to socioeconomic status at that age, also
noting that five-year-olds in poverty owned far fewer books, are much less likely to have a
computer, or be taken to a museum or public library.cii
To close achievement gaps it is crucial that states extend high-quality, academically focused
early childhood education to all three and four-year-old at-risk children. Some researchers
include full-day kindergarten to five-year-olds as well. High-quality early childhood education
fosters social and school readiness skills, develops interest in learning and promotes academic
achievement.ciii
Quality preschool programs for poor and minority children produce a greater likelihood for
better test scores, high school graduation, less grade retention and fewer special-education
placements. The Colorado Preschool Program (CPP), which targets at-risk students, including
those from low-income and homeless families, has similarly found that participants have
comparatively higher CSAP scores, as well as reduced problem behaviors and other at-risk
conditions. The 2004 CDE report on CPP estimated that mitigating the volume of at-risk
students generated significant savings for school districts of all sizes. Districts such as Mesa and
Weld 6 found that Hispanic students who had participated in CPP scored better on some CSAP
tests.civ The Cherry Creek School District found that the district’s preschool programs were
helpful to closing the achievement.cv

Family Literacy/Adult Education
National research has found that disparities in parents’ education and occupation contribute to
cognitive inequalities among Kindergartners.cvi The Colorado General Assembly recognized the
negative effects of low parent education on early learning by making family education level one
of the CPP eligibility factors. Several studies recommend that closing achievement gap efforts
include meeting the needs of young children with family literacy programs.cvii The Cherry Creek
School District offer ELA classes for families of students, GED classes for parents and other
family support services.cviii

More Time for Learning
A range of research studies call for extra instruction time for students as a way of closing the
achievement gap. Kentucky gives high-poverty schools extra funds annually to use to extend
instruction in whatever way works best in their community: before and after-school, on
weekends or during summers. San Diego schools provide more time within the regular school
day, especially for literacy and math.cix A 2004 West Ed article maintains that a standards-based
system that expects all students to reach academic proficiency should not be time-constrained.
Options include extending the school day, school year, after-school support or enhancing
summer-school opportunities.cx Additional supports are increased instructional time in reading,
math and other basic skills and intensive in-school aid for retained students.cxi
Schools are offering students expanded-learning opportunities after-school, before school, in the
evenings, or within the school day. Schools that provide black and Hispanic students with more
educational resources outside the home after-school, help to identify and respond to skill or
knowledge deficits that underlie comprehension problems. Another study found that students’
regular and active participation in out-of-school activities are two of five factors that close the
ethnic and income achievement gap.cxii
An elementary school with high numbers of poor and Hispanic students in Weld County District
6 added 20 days of student contact time per year and a year later CSAP scores were significantly
higher. In working to close achievement gaps, the Cherry Creek School District extended the
kindergarten day for students with no basic knowledge of colors, letters, numbers and language.
The district also extended middle school students’ academic day to help with coursework,
offered evening classes for high school students who need more graduation credits, increased
summer school enrollment and increased library/media time.cxiii

Individualized Learning
Research has also recommended that schools and districts consider structural changes to
implement small, personalized learning communities, which can foster teacher-student
interaction, letting teachers know their students better academically and personally. Examples of
these strategies include heterogeneous groupings and schools within a school. To enhance
teacher-student interaction, the 1996 National Association of Secondary School Principals
recommended that every student have a personal adult advocate and a personal progress plan.
The report also advocated that large high schools be limited to 600 total students and each
teacher have no more than 90 students per term.cxiv
Reduced Class Size
Some studies advise schools or districts that closing achievement gaps through more
individualized student attention requires class-size reductions, especially in the early grades.cxv A

study in California suggests that reducing class size to 20 students or fewer in high-poverty
schools significantly narrows the achievement gap. The author suggests that class size should
not be reduced in all schools, because that strategy drains good teachers away to less challenging
schools and low-performing schools replace them with less qualified teachers.cxvi
Tutoring
To provide more supplemental individualized education supports and to promote positive
teacher-student relationships, several studies recommend tutoring to foster positive relationships
among educators and students.cxvii

Peer Networks and Mentoring
A Center for Education Policy study found one reason for an achievement gap is due to peer
pressures that can cause minority students not to value academic success.cxviii Peer networks and
cooperative learning can support ethnic diversity among minority students while supporting high
achievement. Mentors can accomplish many roles: tutoring/academic assistance; motivation
toward finishing high school and entering college; focusing students on a career and taking steps
to get there; and being a role model for positive behavior.cxix
In California, Menlo-Atherton High School’s youth development program provides mentors for
black students with academic support and enhancement of life skills. It has helped increase
black graduation rates by providing special attention and role models for at-risk students.cxx

Health and Nutrition
Numerous studies note that health factors contribute to an achievement gap, including low birth
weight, hunger and nutrition.cxxi Coordinated efforts with health care providers are needed to
ensure every child gets off to a healthy start in life and are ready to learn when they enter school.

Technology
A 2003 study found that the availability of appropriate technology-assisted instruction
contributed to an achievement gap. Another study advises schools that aim to close achievement
gaps to provide computer technology and staff trained in its use.cxxii In Cherry Creek’s effort to
close achievement gaps in its North Area, the district is providing technology integration at a
low-performing middle school and an institute for science, math and technology at an underperforming high school.cxxiii
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CONCERNING CLOSING THE ACHIEVEMENT GAP
WHEREAS; Education is the necessary passport to full participation in the
opportunities available in American society; and

Governor
Bill Owens

WHEREAS; Those opportunities may be seriously diminished for the young
person who cannot obtain a personally satisfying or financially adequate job
because he or she never received an adequate education; and

Ken Salazar
Attorney General
1998-2004

WHEREAS; If our constitutional republic is to endure and prosper, it cannot be a
society that tolerates two systems of education – one of high expectations for
children from affluent families and one of lower expectations fro children of a
lower socioeconomic status of any minority group, and
WHEREAS; If Colorado is to be the best state in which to raise a child, then it
must be so for all children; and
WHEREAS; Both Republican and Democrat governors and legislators have given
us the tools to compel accountability on behalf of our children; and
WHEREAS; Colorado Governor Bill Owns and Colorado Attorney General Ken
Salazar are Co-Chairs of Colorado’s Closing the Learning Gap Coalition, now,
therefore,
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urged to take all appropriate steps to make closing the learning gap a central
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